Combinations Samples (using parentheses) with SimBraille

1. Seven choose five is written

\[ C(7,5) \text{ or } \binom{7}{5} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\bl{D} \bl{O} \bl{C} \bl{O} \bl{N} & \text{ or } & \bl{D} \bl{O} \bl{C} \bl{O} \bl{W} \\
\end{array} \]

2. n choose r is written

\[ C(n,r) \text{ or } \binom{n}{r} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\bl{D} \bl{O} \bl{C} \bl{O} \bl{N} \bl{L} \bl{E} \bl{R} \bl{C} \bl{E} & \text{ or } & \bl{D} \bl{O} \bl{C} \bl{O} \bl{W} \\
\end{array} \]